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TARGET 
AUDIENCE 

 

Managers, 

Sales/Marketers, 

Customer Service, 

Secretaries, 

Receptionist and 

Personal Assistants 

Business Writing for Business Success 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

 
Business communication, whether written or spoken, is at the centre of all business transactions and 
engagements. Yet the ability to communicate effectively is becoming an increasingly rare skill especially 
among the younger generation of our workforce, no thanks to “freestyle” social media messaging, and 
falling educational standards.   
 
This presents significant challenges in professional business writing that sometimes lead to lost revenue 
and interpersonal conflicts. The problem is so endemic that it is no longer unusual to find quality 
assurance roles in some organizations created to serve as gate-keepers that would trap that poorly 
worded business letter or report before it gets out. 
 
But because the gate keeper can only do so much, many leading organizations are exposing their 
employees to professional training on effective business 
writing skills, as part of their overall organizational 
development strategy.  
 

This course teaches participants to express themselves 
clearly and to the point for that mission-critical business 
writing. 
 
  

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Learn to write business reports and proposals that are clear and 
concise 

• Communicate effectively with data and graphics 

• Learn how to appeal to the various sensory channels depending on 
the audience 

• Demonstrate competence in the correct use of acronyms, 
abbreviations, and ‘technical jargons  

• Distinguish between formal and informal emails and rules of writing 

• Develop skills for overcoming “writers block”. 

• Master the rules of grammar and sentence construction 

• Identify obstacles to effective report writing and how to avoid them. 

• Master a range of tools and techniques for effective business writing 

• Use these techniques to build an effective process that can be used 
to deliver professional results on a consistent basis. 
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COURSE CONTENT 

• UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS OF BUSINESS WRITING     

     Advantages of the Written Medium 

     Disadvantages of the Written Medium 

     Common Problems with Business Writing  

     Effective Writing as Basis for Strategic Advantage 

• MAKING USE OF BASIC CONCEPTS AND 

FRAMEWORKS 

The sender, the receiver, and the channel     

      Verbal – use of words 

      Non-verbal – non use of words 

      Types of Noise: Physical Noise; Semantic Noise   

       Context of the Message 

•  ACHIEVING CLARITY OF WRITING 

      Clarity of Structure 

      Clarity of Style 

      Clarity of Grammar 

      Clarity of Context 

• WRITING WITH  CONCISENESS 

      Conciseness of Document 

      Dimensions of Coherence 

      Dimensions of Context 

      Dimensions of Concreteness 

• PREPARING TO WRITE: THE BASICS 

      The Who & What of Writing  

      Steps to Quality Report Writing 

• DESIGNING THE REPORT - GUIDELINES 

      Layout, Style and Tone 

      The Active Voice 

      Using Numbers, Abbreviations, Acronyms, Tables, Charts & Graphs, Caps and Small  Letters  

• WRITING & EDITING THE REPORT 

      Layout of the Report 

      Drafting the Report 

      Editing the Report: Content, Brevity, Clarity, Style, Structure, etc 

      Reviewing the Report 

 

• WRITING FOR EVERYDAY BUSINESS NEEDES 

     SOPs, Proposals, Emails, Reports, etc. 
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